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Jungle Fowl 
 

Okay – I know it looks like a rooster, 
But you need to know this chicken’s no loser, 
It roams the forests throughout much of Asia, 
It can be seen running free from India to Malaysia. 
 
It is quick and sharp as it can be, 
For it’s good to eat and all can see 
That it has great colors and stands out, 
And when happy it lets out a great shout. 
 
But the secret sauce for this bird’s survival 
Is the forest deep and green and primal, 
It’s difficult to see it in the dark shadows, 
I’d love to download what that bird knows. 
 
We saw it strolling among the shrines in Thailand, 
Sneaking into the open to play in the sand 
Where it seemed to be having a grand fun time, 
And as we watched it took us back in time. 
 
I can see the people building this holy place, 
And the spirit house with the elevated base, 
Where the spirit comes to be appeased, 
And the people hoping it will be pleased. 
 
I love visiting countries where the spirits play 
Out in the open and not hidden away, 
A gold buddha here, a bright Ganesh there, 
A peaceful setting for a soothing prayer. 
 
But who do I pray to amidst all these spirits? 
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It’s hard to choose when God knows no limits, 
But I look to the fowl so striking and colored, 
And say to the rooster I’ll pray to you brother.   
 
Earth Church allows us to worship all beings, 
Or whatever you interpret as spiritual things, 
If it is of the Earth, it is good and holy, 
Including the fowl which could be your homey. 
 
So welcome to Earth Church, 
Pull yourself up a pew, 
And pray that the rooster 
Crows for you.   
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